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by JUANITA CARDONA
DANIELA MORALES

FROM THE EDITORS
Every project starts
with an inspiration; our inspiration was the city we live in,
the city we love and the city we
call home: Miami. For this first
issue we decided to do a broad
overview of this metropolitan
city and cover events and activities from all corners of Miami-Dade County.
As residents of the
city we can acknowledge its
diversity and great possibilities but also how everyday life
can become monotonous. This
magazine is for those who want
to indulge in Miami, be it residents or tourists. Inside are
three sections: culture, food,
and art and music. Not only did
we want to include the lifestyle
but the people that make up
Miami. Each person in this city
has a story to tell, and a unique
experience.
This magazine is for
those who want to add a little
twist to their daily routine. Eating at the local restaurant might
be tradition but leaving can be
an adventure. We hope to reveal
the culture, the lifestyle and the
authentic spirit of this beautiful
city. All of this can be found
in the cuisine, the art and the
music which are a part of all of
our daily lives. Every corner of
Miami can bring a little of our
culture to life.
This issue features an
up and coming photographer
who began his career right in
the heart of Miami, Blvcktower, as well as events that only
take place here and places that
have made Miami what it is today.
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CULTURE
by SABINE JOSEPH

THE RENAISSANCE
OF LITTLE HAITI
Little Haiti, a neighborhood in Miami, Florida, is
experiencing something of a
Renaissance as its streets flood
with artists determined to build
lasting ties between their art
and the community.
Several art galleries,
including the Michael Jon Gallery, which is one of only two
dealers chosen for the 2016 Miami Art Basel this December, as
well as other big names— Emerson Dorsch, Pan American
Art Projects, Gallery Diet, and
Guccivuitton— have participated in an exodus of the Wynwood district, Miami’s current
art mecca, and are turning their
eyes to Little Haiti.
“Everybody’s always
looking for the next art neighborhood,” Tony Cho, CEO of
Metro 1 Properties, told the
New York Times as he gazed
upon the spectacle of Gallery
Diet’s grand opening party in
Little Haiti. “It’s going to happen here.”
The small neighborhood is receiving attention now
because of cheap rental space
in addition to available properties.
Many of Wynwood’s
original artists, most of whom
have helped change the area for
the better, have been forced to
relocate. As Wynwood grew in
popularity, so did the cost of
maintaining a gallery space.
These artists began to
seek not only affordable rental
spaces, but also a permanent

residence with the purchasing
of studios at low prices. Buying
properties rather than renting
them will make each artist’s
impression on the Little Haiti
community long-lasting, and
for many artists, permanence is
currently a priority.
“Some of us are at an
age where we worry about our
futures and ownership starts to
mean more, especially if you
want to focus on remaining creative in some way and knowing
you have some security,” said
Adam Gersten, a bar owner
who was one of the first to attract newcomers to Wynwood
with a dance party at what is
now the Electric Pickle.
ArtCenter South Florida, a non-profit organization
devoted to helping local communities’ artists by offering
affordable gallery space, is
torn between the two neighborhoods.
They are deciding
whether to continue aiding
rising artists in Little Haiti or
to turn attention back to Wynwood for a massive project that
is already underway, which includes shops and luxury condos.
Wynwood artists were
not the only ones to set their
sights on Little Haiti, however, as migration of restaurants,
bars, and cafes follow the
movement of artists. Soon the
area could experience economic growth as a result of businesses drawing tourists to the

area.

The benefits of economic growth are being taken
with a grain of salt, however,
as there are rising concerns regarding the loss of the community’s local culture as it transforms into a new Wynwood.
“It’s going to change
the makeup of the neighborhood inevitably,” said Marie
Vickles, the curator of the Little Haiti Cultural Complex. “It
would be nice if the blend of
the new and old would enhance
the neighborhood.”

Some names from the
art industry moving into the
community are insisting that
their property reside in Lemon City, a former name of Little Haiti that fell out of mainstream use, to steer themselves
away from the Haitian culture
associated with the area.
Pulitzer Prize-winning
photographer and founder of
Little Haiti’s Iris PhotoCollective, Carl Juste, thinks of the rebranding as a ridiculous notion.
“You can hear Haitian music
and smell griot,” he said about

“

“

Everybody’s always
looking for the next
art neighborhood

walking through Little Haiti’s primary commercial strip.
“When was the last time you
walked down Northeast Second
Avenue and saw someone trying to sell you lemons?”
Additionally, if the
area reaches the success of
Wynwood and its exclusivity
drives artists out, it will likely
be long-time local artists with
strong ties to the community
and its culture that are driven
away.
Some gallerists are
making efforts to prevent this

frequent loss of local art communities.
Brook Dorsch has
plans to rent out the extra space
in his building to artists who are
aligned with his vision of the
neighborhood. He is adamant
that galleries opening up in Little Haiti must create ties with
the community and therefore
serve its residents.
“I think the neighborhood around it will be enhanced, I hope,” says Dorsch.
“This will not be another Wynwood.”
9
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“
”

This film
shows a
different
perspective
of Miami,
usually hidden
beneath beach
towels and
sunglasses.

CULTURE
by ALEXANDRA REBOREDO

UNDER MIAMI’S
MOONLIGHT

‘Moonlight’ is a film
that reaches the audience in a
way no other production piece
has done before — it realistically depicts how difficult it is
to be black, gay, and poor as
the main character struggles
through drug abuse, bullying,
and street violence.
Set in Miami, the film
follows Chiron, a young black
boy who does not fit in. His
friends and family coined him
with the humiliating nickname
Little. He walks into school everyday, avoiding homophobic
remarks in the schoolyard, just
to come back home to his mother who develops an addiction to

snorting “crack” cocaine.
This film shows a different perspective of Miami,
usually hidden beneath beach
towels and sunglasses, that other people are too afraid to show.
Moonlight also highlights the drug trade problem
that takes place in Miami. A
character named Juan controls
the drug scene.
When Chiron finds
Juan’s house, which he share
with his girlfriend, he finds a
safe haven that provides warm
meals, clean sheets, and care.
However,
making
the horrifying realization that
Juan supplies his mother’s ad-

diction breaks all faith he had,
especially since he looked up to
Juan as a father figure.
But not the entire film
is full of heartbreak and pity.
The first section in
the film follows Little as he
encounters his first obstacle
of learning how to swim. This
scene embodies spiritual transformation as Little lays his
trust in an older African-American moments after reconnecting.
“‘Moonlight’ is both
a disarmingly, at times almost
unbearably personal film and
an urgent social document, a
hard look at American reali-

ty and a poem written in light,
music and vivid human faces,”
said the New York Times.
While the film may
not be praised for racial diversity — due to lack of white
characters — it can definitely
be praised in the message that
it sends the audience and the
beauty in which it portrays.
From beginning to
end, the rich colors and beautiful technicalities of each scene
showcase the harsh realities of
living in South Florida — from
drug addictions, to bullying, to
racial discrimination. The one
nobody sees on a website or a
13
brochure.
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CULTURE
by EDYSMAR DIAZ-CRUZ

LGBTQ+ PRIDE PARADE

Meandering through a
crowd splashed in the colors of
the rainbow, one can find themselves fully immersed into a
parade that not only celebrates
the pride of being fabulously
different, but also the bond of a
community bound by their love
of loving freely.
Miami’s yearly Gay
Pride Parade, a weekend-long
celebration, once again proved
that the Magic city is the home
for unapologetic misfits.
Throughout the re-exploration of Collin’s Avenue,
where the streets were closed
off to make way for extravagant
floats and dancers, an attendee
can come in contact with people of all ages, ethnicities, and
religions. During this weekend,

only one thing mattered: unity.
The crowd sparkled
in the sunlight with their vibrant costumes and glitter. A
man, sporting the latest makeup trends while holding a sign
that read “Free Glitter” walked
through the crowd, while others
merely participated in the parade as a spectators, and in the
blink of an eye, faces, clothes
and hair, were drenched by a
silver waterfall.

And just like that,
having arrived as a stranger,
one emerges from the crowd
illuminated by glitter and as a
member of the family.
This was the 9th year
of the annual Gay Pride Parade
- it was celebrated with 20 floats
and over 3,000 attendants. This
is a parade that is a part of Miami, of what it represents as a
city and as a community: acceptance.

“

And just like
that, having
arrived as a
stranger, I
emerged from
the crowd
illuminated by
glitter and as
a member of
the family. 15
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EXPRESS
SUMMER 2017

TOMMY HILFIGER
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AN UP AND RISING
HUB FOR ASPIRING
LOCAL ARTISTS, LA
PEQUEÑA HABANA
IS GRADUALLY
ATTRACTING
MORE AND MORE
ATTENTION.
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CULTURE
by JUANITA CARDONA

LA HABANA VIEJA &
THE NEW HAVANA
90 miles away from
Key West is La Havana - a
city full of culture, music and
history. Cuba is known for
producing artists that go on to
dominate their genres such as
Celia Cruz, Jose Marti, Gloria
Estefan, Reinaldo Arenas and
Willy Chirino. However, the
communist country has forced
many of their residents to find
shelter and make a home away
from home: Little Havana (La
Pequena Habana).
Cubans have taken
great pride in their new community although many of them
don’t live there. They have instilled their cuban roots and
cultures: playing dominoes at
the Máximo Gómez Park, and
hosting the famous Calle Ocho
Carnaval which has been happening for 40 years.
Calle Ocho, stretching from SW 12th Ave. to 16th
Ave., is a vibrant area full of
small Cuban restaurants, cigar
shops, the smell of tobacco and
the sound of dominoes.
The Tower Theater on
SW 15th Ave. opened in 1926
and was the only movie theater
in Miami to show English-language films with Spanish subtitles; Today, the Tower Theater
is Miami’s only theater dedicated to foreign language films.
The well known Versailles Restaurant, which President Obama dined at during

his visit to Miami, is the neighborhood’s culinary landmark.
During the day, older Cuban
men gather together to talk
Cuban politics and drink their
daily dose of cafecito. It was
known as the dining place for
cuban exiles.
El Pub is another renowned location to have lunch
with friends and families. The
restaurant offers authentic Cuban cuisine like ropa vieja and
bistec empanizado.
The adaptation of
Havana keeps the Cuban culture alive, full of Cuban sandwiches, rum, el mambo, and of
course, mojitos.
At night, Little Havana comes to life; for the perfect
mojito Ball & Chain is a must
go. During the 1950’s the club
hosted musical artists such
as Billie Holiday and Count
Basie, iconic figures that make
the club even more appealing to
the millennials that now inhabit it on friday nights. The club
even offers dance classes on
certain days.
The lounge, Hoy
Como Ayer, is a more traditional place where the past clashes
with the present and one gets to
experience the authentic music first hand. The club hosts
local musicians and even musicians from the island that are
not related to the government,
which is an important factor for

many Cubans in Little Havana
as people associated with the
government are often frowned
upon on.
The Cubaocho Museum and Performing Arts center is home to one of the largest privately owned Cuban art
collections in the world. “La
Rumba” by Antonio Sanchez

Araujo is displayed here, a famous pre-revolutionary 1937
artwork.
La Pequena Habana
is home away from home for
Cuban exiles and their families.
It is a neighborhood where residents and tourists from different backgrounds come together
to celebrate the Cuban culture.

Guillermo Mazzotti is a
Peruvian painter who migrated
to the United States in January
23, 1989.

“
I was invited
to this area
and it’s
becoming
more
populated so
I decided to
sell my art
here.
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YOUR NEXT PURCHASE COULD BE ON US.

CHASE PICKS UP THE TAB.
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“I JUST LIKE WYNWOOD
IN GENERAL AS FAR
AS THE LOCATION, I
LIKE MEETING ALL OF
THE ARTIST AND BEING
IN AN AREA WHERE
ARTISTS FROM ALL OVER
THE WORLD COME HERE
AND PAINT,”
DAMIEN MORROW,
WYNWOOD WALLS
SHOP MANAGER
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CULTURE
by DANIELA MORALES

OUR MIAMI

For Miami artists, a
blank wall, a simple sidewalk
block is an open canvas. Vibrant and fun colors, inspiring
quotes, aesthetically fulfilling
logos and politically challenging graffiti are a part of what
makes the neighborhood so
unique.
For Miami residents,
Panther Coffee, Kush, and
Coyo - Wynwood Walls staples
- are part of their favorite destinations. Wynwood’s restaurants are ranked as having some
of the best food in town as they
portray the neighborhoods art
and aesthetic on their walls and
have unique flavors that convey
the diversity of this magnificent
city. The city’s best chefs and
bar owners have taken over,
continuing to open up alluring
restaurants.
The
everchanging
Wynwood Walls attract tourists from all over the world. As
a tourist, visiting Wynwood is
always among the top things to
do as it provides for instagram

worthy pictures with its innovative artwork.
Each block, each
street has a new perspective to
offer. At every corner there is
something new to catch one’s
attention from a performing
band to an artist spraying a wall
full of color and full of life.
The famous Serendipity creamery, Shinola Wynwood Store, and The Salty Donut are just a few of the many
must go to places in the area.
The Salty Donut offers a little
twist with their maple bacon,
guava and cream cheese, and
passion fruit donuts.
Life surrounds this up
and coming neighborhood, day
and night. The Wynwood Yard,
Gramps and Wood Tavern attract the free-spirited locals,
and the tourists that want to be
a part of Miami for a night.
Wynwood is a trendsetter neighborhood, the perfect
place to indulge in Miami - to
breathe, eat and live in one of
the biggest cities in the world.

“

“

Miami extends from
Coral Gables in its southernmost corner, through Little Havana and up to Little Haiti. Yet,
in the heart of all South Floridians, Miami’s cultural reach
is from Kendall all the way to
Pembroke Pines - all of these
cities encompass the ‘Miami
lifestyle.’
Miami, all of South
Florida for that matter, is a
melting pot of nationalities
ranging from Brazil, Chile,
Cuba, Pakistan, Spain, Russia,
to Colombia. One specific spot
is akin to all of these characters
- Wynwood, Miami’s premier
tourist and local stop for street
art and ‘hipster food.’
Wynwood became the
go-to spot for those with an
interest in cultural exploration
when artists began moving in,
opening galleries, and putting
up murals. Over time, as Wynwood grew more popular and
visitors flooded the area with
income, the rising real estate
prices began to drive out artists.

Life surrounds
this up and
coming
neighborhood,
day and
night.

PEOPLE OF WYNWOOD

“I want to be a model, i love posing,” Italia Watson.

“The walls are very creative I met Joe Jonas here once,”
Zoe Solar

“We carry the art that the artists produce, we also try to
get art related

27

THE BILTMORE
MIAMI - CORAL GABLES
EST. 1926

“

“
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GOOD FOOD, GOOD
PEOPLE, GOOD TIMES

GK Bistronomie
218 NE 25 ST,
MIAMI, FL 33127

Kush
2003 N MIAMI
AVE, MIAMI, FL
33127

FOOD
by JUANITA CARDONA

WYNWOOD’S WINE
& DINE SPOTS

There is a saying
that goes “eating is a necessity but cooking is an
art,” food is part of our
culture, of who we are and
our lives as a whole.
Every place has an
identity that can be showcased through food.
Miami is a city
full of diversity and history, along with all of this
comes a variety of restaurants that offer food from
all over the world such
as: Latin America, South
America and Asia.
Within
Miami,
there is a small community that has grown over the
years: Wynwood. It’s popularity has increased as art
becomes more “hipster”
and the millennial genera-

tion begins to take over.
In Wynwood one
can find art, music events,
clubs and diverse restaurants within just a few
blocks. It is a must go
area for tourists and residents alike.
Every day there
is something new to see,
new food to try.
It is the place to
find the city’s best coffee
at the Panther’s Cafe, of
the best bread at Zak the
Baker.
Each place has
it’s own vibe and feel to
it, full of different art that
represents the restaurant
and the food perfectly.
If you want to go
to a small, restaurant full
of flavorful food GK Bis-

tronomie is the place to
go.
The Chef and
Owner Rafael Perez uses
organic and local ingredients to bring his Peruvian
and Asian dishes to life.
It offers hand
crafted cocktails, a variety of food from the three
cuisines as well as their
sushi bar that offers not so
typical rolls and fresh seafood.
If you’re looking
for a more laid back place
to have some of the best
burgers and crafted beers
Kush is a small gem hidden within the vibrant
neighborhood.
From Florida alligator bites tacos to Franks
Black Bean Burger, Kush

has an eco-friendly atmosphere. Their food is all
sourced from local Florida farms and everything is
made from scratch every
day.
Although
Kush
has limited seating with a
capacity of 20 the wait is
worth it. So enjoy one of
their 18 taps of beer while
you wait as it’s definitely
an experience.
Wynwood has all
sorts of food to offer for
everyone, from Beyonce
to Jay Z to your everyday
person. Some of their most
known restaurants are Joey’s, Beaker & Gray, and
Alter.
Stop by and take
the first step towards being a foodie.
31

The new Jetta. Made for family and fun.
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“A perfect summer day is when
the sun is shining, the breeze
is blowing with a mojito in
your hand.”- Bar Rafaeli

FOOD

Featured Drink:
Mojito

THE SEASON’S
DRINK RECIPES
INGREDIENTS

METHOD

1/2 lime, juiced

1. Place lime juice and sugar in
a tall glass and stir until sugar
dissolves.

2 tsp brown (raw)
caster sugar
8 mint leaves
3/4 cup crushed ice
42ml White Rum
soda water, to fill glass

Tequila Sunrise
Mimosas

mint sprig, to garnish

2. Add m int leaves and gently
crush with the flat end of
a muddler so the oils are
released but the leaves remain
intact.
3. Add crushed ice, Rum and
a spalsh of soda water and
gently stir for 15 seconds.

lime wedge, to garnish

4. Garnish with a mint sprig
and a wedge of lime.

INGREDIENTS

METHOD

Orange wedges, for rim
and garnish

1. Rim glasses with an orange
wedge and dip in sugar.

Sugar, for rimming
glass
2 oz. tequila
1 bottle champagne
1/2 c. orange juice
Few splashes
grenadine

2. In each flute, pour 1 ounce
tequila and top off halfway
with champagne.
3. Top off with orange juice
and a splash of grenadine.
4. Garnish with an orange
wedge and serve.
35
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ART & MUSIC
by EDYSMAR DIAZ-CRUZ

ULTRA MUSIC FESTIVAL

“

Even though
I just had a
plate and
seven screws
placed,
nothing
would stop
me from
going to
Ultra.”

On the weekend of
March 24-26, Bayfront Park in
Downtown, Miami became the
temporary home of Ultra Music Festival, where people from
all over the state, country, and
world came together to enjoy
three days of nonstop electronic
dance music (EDM).
Despite the ongoing threat of rain, Ultra Music
Festival attendees danced to
the pulsing music as they embellished the streets with their
elaborate costumes (or a lack
thereof).
Melissa Akkavibul, a
receptionist at the Four Seasons
Hotel in Houston, Texas, flew
down to Miami with her boyfriend, Adam Rubio, to temporarily escape their lives and
responsibility.
Prior to catching their
flight, they hosted “kandi sessions” with their friends, who
were also planning on attending
the festival. Together they created an abundance of colorful

pony-bead bracelets to pass out
to people at the festival.
“The coolest thing
[about Ultra] is that you get to
trade kandi with people from
all over the world,” she said.
By their third day at
Ultra, they had met and exchanged kandis with attendees
hailing from Brazil, China,
Uruguay, and Germany.
Akkavibul explained
that members of the EDM community regularly exchange colorful kandi bracelets with one
another at festivals like Ultra,
sharing their core values with
even those who are new to the
scene.
Their
mantra
of
“Peace, Love, Unity, Respect,”
also known as PLUR, was the
recurring theme throughout the
festival which drew more than
150,000 people.
“I bought my ticket
Ultra ticket last year and my
plane ticket in January. I grew
up in Scotland so I was raised

on this music,” said Danea
Griffin, a 29-year-old nurse
who also flew in from Texas.
She watched the mainstage from her wheelchair in
the outskirts of the crowd. A
few weeks prior to the event,
she tripped over her pit bull
puppy and fractured her ankle.
“Even though I just
had a plate and seven screws
placed, nothing would stop me
from going to Ultra,” she said.
Despite the negative
reputation Ultra has obtained
over the years, the event sold
out early March. Authorities
said that this year’s event ran
smoothly: There were only 35
arrests over the course of Ultra’s three days, a 50 percent
drop from last year’s.
This dramatic drop
can be attributed to the new age
restriction set for attendees. In
years prior, minors could attend
Ultra, but now the festival is restricted to those of ages 18 and
up.

bloomingdale's
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#mycalvins

Calvin Klein Jeans

LIVE IN
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ART & MUSIC
by DANIELA MORALES

“

JAZZ & ART FESTIVAL

“
“Miami
is the
auditorium
of artists
from all
over the
world”

Miami is the auditorium of artists from all over the
world. Festivals are held almost
every month in the famous
Miracle Mile for all South Floridians to enjoy. This year’s
Jazz and Art Festival featured
groups like the Yosvany Terry
Quintet, Red Baraat, and The
Pedrito Martinez Group.
Upon first turning into
the street there are booths hosted by artists who paint scenes
from around the world, make
sculptures out of scrap metal, and carve designs into clay
pots. This is a premier spot for
those less known - but not less
talented - artists who want to
sell their creations and be no-

ticed by supporters of the art.
Booths lined both
sides of the festival selling
foods ranging from arepas, to
churros, to cupcakes, to gyros
and even smoothies. For those
in the 21+ age range, there are
two great bars at opposite ends
of the festival with mojitos and
beer as their signature drinks.
Sometimes it’s not
artists or restaurants that line
the sidewalks of the streets but
self-made company owners
who wish to market their product and attract buyers. These
included products from hair
accessories like bows, pots for
planting plants, leather bracelets, and glass bird decorations.

Street festivals in Miami are
the go-to destination for up and
coming artists and small companies.
“I love coming to
these festivals because I get to
listen to great music and I always find some little trinket to
buy as a memento,” said Tayra
Suarez, an avid festival attendee.
Two stages adorned
the two corners of the festival, sponsored by Heineken
and Telemundo. Attendees
could hear and enjoy the music
throughout the streets or stop
to cheer on the performers and
dance to the rhythm.
Pedrito Martinez took

audience members up on stage
to dance along to his music.
Pedrito Martinez’s music is the
Jazz that makes listeners want
to move their hips and shuffle
their feet. On the other hand,
Yosvany Terry Quintet’s music
is a more calming Jazz, perfect
for the Telemundo stage at the
end of the festival.
“Pedrito is such a lively performer - this is my first
time seeing him live and he gets
my heart racing. I can’t help but
dance along,” said Carmen Perez.
The live Jazz music,
the Hispanic cuisine, and the
artistic temperement that embodies Miracle Mile are what
attract visitors from all over
South Florda and the surrounding areas.
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TIPS FOR
PHOTOGRAPHING
WOMEN:
Play music, try
to make her feel
comfortable at
all times, start a
conversation, make
her feel like she can
trust you, at the
end of the day it’s
you who’s taking her
pictures.

“
”
Do not push her
to do anything
she doesn’t
want to, ask if
she’s okay with
it first.

Try to have fun.
Try to create an
experience for her
and for you, be the
photographer she’s
going to recommend
to her friends.

ART & MUSIC
by JUANITA CARDONA

THROUGH MY LENS

In the world of social
media and self made careers,
Leonardo Torrenegra used his
skills to create an eccentric image as an up and coming photographer. His career began five
years ago, after his mother gave
him his first camera, a Canon
T3-i.
While photographing
himself and friends iWn high
school, fashion spiked his interest.
Torrenegra eventually
realized that with a camera he
could do more and moved to
a more sexy style of photography, photographing models
and the beauty of women. Still,
he enjoys photographing landscape and street pictures more.
Torrenegra is better
known as ‘Blvcktower’ (Black
Tower) on the social media
platforms where he displays his
work - the alias is a literal translation of his Spanish last name.
Torrenegra found that through
Instagram he could easily promote his brand and reach an audience that is interested in his
style of photography.

Now, he is a 21 year
old Colombian photographer
centered in Miami and dedicated to showcasing the beauty of
the city.
Torrenegra’s favorite
part is “the diversity of people
here, how you can find people
from pretty much everywhere
in just one city... Ohhh, and the
food.”
When we asked him
how he thought that photography could impact people he
responded by saying that, “It
depends on how they see it honestly. Sometimes some people
get bothered by my stuff, some
other people love it. Kanye
once said ‘I will die for the
arts, for what I believe in and
art ain’t always gonna be polite’
and it hit me when he said it because as an artist you tend to
show/say/do some things that
other people won’t.”
To Torrenegra, photography is a type of art and
that art is a form of expression,
a way he can say how he feels,
how he sees things, how he
imagines things just by making

art.

However, as a photographer he has encountered
different barriers. While taking
a 2D design class in college
his teacher said he didn’t like
photographers or photography
- that all they did was click on
the camera, that that was their
“art” - that they didn’t create
anything and the camera did
all the work for them, “I just
knew I couldn’t be in the class,
as soon as I got home I dropped
it.”
But for Blvcktower,
photography has had a huge
impact on him and he believes
it has had an impact on society
and specially now in the era of
social media.
“People don’t read the
papers anymore, everything is
pretty much through pictures,
you go on Instagram, Twitter or Facebook and just read
the news off of pictures,” said
Torre Negra.
He is inspired by
@13thwitness, a landscape
photographer. He began taking
modeling pictures due to Nick

Ramirez, a photographer from
Miami, he saw his work and he
decided he wanted to do something like that.
“I definitely see myself doing photography in the
future. I think this is going to be
with me for life but I’m planning to be more than just a photographer in the future. I want
to start working on video more
and hopefully one day produce and direct my own films,”
Blvcktower said.
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GUESS
by MARCIANO

SHOES ARE BORING
EXPLORE THE WORLD IN SNEAKERS
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ART & MUSIC
by Edysmar Diaz-Cruz

SUNFEST: WHERE
MUSIC MEETS THE
WATERFRONT
In the quaint
downtown of West Palm
Beach, where the streets
are embellished by a variety of shops and restaurants, a vibrant music
and arts festival comes to
life every year in the first
week of May. The fiveday affair brings people
together from all over the
state to share their passion
for food, art, and most importantly, music. And this
year, the festival was bigger than ever.
SunFest
drew
artists from across all
genres, attracting a rather
diverse crowd. Not only
did the festival outdo itself by encompassing all
music-tastes, but it also
became a hub for local
talents seeking to share
their music with a new
audience.
Fetty Wap, Snoop
Dogg, Macklemore &
Ryan Lewis, Weezer, and
Flo Rida were among the
many big name artists

that SunFest hosted this
past weekend. Alongside
these nationally acclaimed
artists, local acts such
as Sunghosts and Magic
City Hippies also took to
the stages in an attempt to
charm the audiences.
The last two days
of SunFest were especially exciting as the schedule
of alternating genres resulted in a rather unique
but familiar crowd.
Saturday had a
Coachella-esque vibe as
the younger generation
sported the latest festival
fashion trends alongside
country-folk music lovers
who attended with their
families to enjoy an afternoon of soulful ballads.
Adding even more interesting people into the mix,
the day’s lineup included
Rocket to Anywhere, a
local West Palm Beach
indie band, Rebel and the
Basketcase, a spunky musical duo created by none
other than Evan Rachel

Wood (think Westworld!),
and Filter, an industrial
rock band whose metallic sound resonates with
those who have jammed
out to the lead man’s original band, Nine Inch Nails.
One of the last
performances of the night,
3 Doors Down, had the
crowd singing the lyrics
to “Let me go” and “It’s
not my time”, songs that
are considered by fans anthems from the late 90’s/
early 00’s. At around the
same time, Marshmello
took to the stage and illuminated the crowd in a
veil of flashing lights and
electronic dance music,
including his most popular song “Alone.”
On Sunday, the
lineup included X Ambassadors, The Naked and
Famous, Kaleo, and Emily Kopp. Whilst listening
to the music, one could
also stroll through the Art
District where the mood
changed from festive to

expressive as colorful murals decorated the streets
where merchants sought
to enrich your life with
new art decor, jewelry,
and antique trinkets.
The
highlight
of the night, however,
was Blink-182’s performance. While all other
days were peppered with
crowds of all ages, this
was clearly a call to arms
for the punk rock nation.
Twenty-something year
olds of all colors and
creeds pooled in front of
the stage, counting down
for the exact moment the
infamous neon orange
drum kit would spearhead
from the stage. Collectively, they screamed and
moshed as one. Directed by wacky haired lead
singer, more voices could
be heard off-stage than on.
After a colorful
fireworks show, the festival ended, leaving attendees craving for more. SunFest did not disappoint.
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ART & MUSIC
by JUANITA CARDONA

VIZCAYA: MIAMI’S
ARCHITECTURAL HUB

Each city has its
own history, a small location preserved for future
generations, for Miami
it’s Vizcaya, a small cultural hub located in Coconut Grove. The beautiful
mansion is named after a
captivating shoreline on
the Spanish coast and was
designed by Charles Deering, a prolific industrialist.
The old history
of Miami is portrayed
through
the
Renaissance-inspired estate. The
estate has a unique emblem “The Cravel”, a ship
used during the “Age of
Exploration.”
The home was
originally 180 acres, and
it took 1,000 workers to
bring the architectural design to life. The planning
and construction took
over a decade, as it incorporated twentieth-century
building methods.
Deering resided
in Vizcaya from 1916 to
1925, where he enjoyed
the company of his family and close friends, even
hosting President Warren
Harding. The greenhouse
and multiple fields provid-

ed him with fresh flowers,
fruits and vegetables for
the parties that he often
threw.
After
Deering
passed away his family
took it upon themselves
to turn the vacation home
into a public museum.
Vizcaya Museum
and Gardens is the perfect
spot for a first date. It requires a lot of walking but
the unique architecture
and scenic gardens pro-

vides for the best of selfies.
At a small fee of
$18 for adults, $12 for
children from 6-12 years
old and $10 for students
with an ID Vizcaya is affordable for everyone.
A guided tour at a reasonable fee is offered for
anyone that wants to learn
more about the history of
the Museum and Garden.
The main house
features 34 highly deco-

rated rooms showcasing
over 2,000 pieces of art
and furniture. For orchid
lovers it offers 2,000 specimens and ten-acres of
continuous gardens.
Miami offers activites for those looking
for adrenaline and those
looking for a calm, scenic stroll. Vizcaya Museum and Gardens provides
a nice atmosphere for a
romantic afternoon or a
family outing.

ALDO

